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GOKILAA GAARMENTS



About us

We  started up in 1997, with a vision of            

unanimously interlacing the comfort life style 

with our casual clothing. since then, we        

bettered ourselves gradually and delved into a 

vast experience in the field.  With futuristic        

technologies in the house, we owe the         

competence in delivering qualified products 

which made us to stretch our product portfolio 

to any design in knits and woven.                  

Furthermore, our prowess in  garment making, 

brought us a limelight of  recognition from the 

Government of India to become an  Export 

House. We assure our quality outfits are       

made and delivered with absolute care and 

perfection. 



Portfolio
Our portfolio includes styles from                                                            

Autumn/Winter and Spring/Summer seasons.

> Kidswear

> Menswear

> Womenswear

> Sportswear

> Nightwear

> Knitted Accessories

Style Class and Fabrics
 

We make Tshirts, Polo shirts, Ladies Tops,                                           

Cardigans, Sweatshirts, Jumpers, Pyjamas, Shorts, Cropped          

Pants, Leggings, Underwears, Socks, Slippers and Bags.

Our Fabric range encompasses Jerseys, Rib, Fleece, French and    

American Terry on Cotton and Polycotton. Any design on Viscose, 

Polyester, Modal,Slub, Lycra Slub, Inject Slub and                         

Cotton fabrics can be done with perfection.   
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Clientele 



We are certified with



Infrastructure

Why Gokilaa Gaarments?
You are straight to the Manufacturer to have the business which 

costs you 10% less prices than the Buying Agents. Moreover, no 

hidden communications on the quality, commitment and          

deliveries. 



Contact Us
Managing Directors

Rtn. M. SHANMUGAM

+91 9894648844

Rtn. N. GOPALAN

+91 9894648855

gopalan@gokilaa.com

Managing Partner

S.RAVI

+91 8220448844

ravi@gokilaa.com

Old No: 3/306/C, S.F.No: 302/2A1(New)
Kuppandampalayam, Veerapandi(Po)
Palladam Road, Tirupur-641605
Phone: 0421-2266000 to 2266030
Fax: 0421-2217709,
www.gokilaa.com


